
Building Recovery 
in Coventry & Warwickshire

A partnership provider 
perspective



• Observations and possible remedies to 
ensure what we do, what we offer and how 
we offer it assists in building recovery

• Questions of ourselves as providers to 
keep us on track

• How we’re starting to ‘do it’ across 
Coventry & Warwickshire.



Communication and Clarity:
Avoiding Bandwagons & Babel

What we need to do
• Clarity of terms & definitions, that all can agree & understand
• Clarity and consistency not organisational competition for whose 

approach or principles are better or right
• Listen

… in order to be relevant & understood



Accessibility and Ambition:
Freeing-up Locks and lay-bys

What we need to offer
• Visible and accessible services and support
• Ambitious and driven to help people achieve 

i.e., ‘freedom from dependence’, health, wealth and happiness
… in order to help our service users and communities recover



Pathways NOT wiring diagrams

How we need to deliver / offer help
• Service designs that are helpful & clear, rather than hinder & confuse 
• We need recovery journeys, routes and pathways that assist the 

service to deliver and enable the service user to progress



Service user views 

& provider questions / responses
“Everyone wants to tell me what recovery is or means”

Are we listening enough and keeping the service user at the 
centre?

“There’s lots of things with recovery in it…but not sure what they 

all mean”

Are we explaining ourselves well enough?

“I wanted a service when and where I needed it, that gave me what

I needed”

Are we accessible, ambitious and offering a route that can be 
followed?



The Recovery Partnership

• We want to listen to service user needs and 
respond appropriately

• The staffing, management and communications 
re TRP aspire to focus on recovery and aim to 
explain all this appropriately

• The model of service, its design and progress 
through it aims to support recovery and keep 
things simple.

cw-recovery.org.uk/


